Call for Editor in Chief for Clinical Ethics
Clinical Ethics publishes high quality peer-reviewed manuscripts devoted to the
discussion of key issues surrounding the application of ethics in clinical practice,
research and policy. Published quarterly, the journal publishes peer-reviewed articles
under the headings of Case Studies, Public Policy and Law, Empirical Ethics and
Papers. Additional material is included to help develop cross-disciplinary debate and
increase the understanding of the complex ethical issues confronting providers and
recipients of health care.

Key links
•

Journal homepage

•

About the journal

•

Author guidelines

•

Submission site

•

Published articles

About the Role
Clinical Ethics is looking to recruit an Editor in Chief to start from the beginning of
March 2022. The Editor-in-Chief (EIC) is the head of the editorial team and
responsibilities include, but are not limited to:
•

Framing journal editorial policy jointly with SAGE, working with the Editorial
team on development plans, indexing strategy, etc.

•

Actively recruiting authors to contribute to the journal

•

Ensuring an adequate flow of material to meet the publication schedules

•

Promptly responding to author queries, escalating or referring any issues to
SAGE as needed

•

Working with the Editorial team/Editorial Board to manage Special Issues

•

Balancing quality peer review with a reasonable average time to first decision

•

Managing and developing the journal’s Editorial Board

•

Managing submissions
o

Assessing papers at submission for quality, English language, scope
etc. and rejecting where necessary

o

Inviting referees from personal network or online submission site for
papers assigned on the system

o

Ensuring at least two independent reviews are received on
submissions (except desk rejects)

o

Once peer review has been completed, rendering a final decision on all
submissions

Application Requirements
•

Current curriculum vitae, including a list of publications

•

Letter of intent explaining your interest in the role

How to Apply
All applications and questions should be directed to the journal Publishing Editor,
Laura Skelton at laura.skelton@sagepub.co.uk by 11th February 2022.

